
Dear jim, Deposition transcripts, C.A.75-226 	3/19/77 
I suppose the transcripts are confidential until filed. note this because I'm 

sexing Howard ala4 Dave via carbons about their recollections of Stombaugh's testimony 
before the W.C. You may elco consider whether you want Howard to read the transcript 
for my euggestions of a factual or legal neture be mey make for your use of them. 

While you were not tough on Yrazier, and I know afterward you said you'll have to 
be in the future, I think you have a good record and that his arrogance and antagonism 
are helpful. Where be repeatedly demands snort-witless tees at each crucial point 
relating to evidence about which we de HOT have ar regret, I think he is qpite helpful. 
He directly violated the directive of the Court of Apeeals, to determine whether or 
not there are such reports. 

After reeding both deposition* I an satisfied that you did not go astray, did not 
seek to use the depositions for other purposes than establishing compliance or nee-
coepliance. 

Stoney:1,11er that ea is, practised at evasion as his years of FBI experience have 
made him, he helped us and he did give its testimony we need. He has testified to the 
existing of tests the results of which we do not have. You will find this in the notes I 
made while reading it, included with this. 

His insufferable nastiness and inappropriate arrogance when you went into the 
damage to the front of the shin's and the tie combined with what he testified to at 
least twice and I think three times combine effectively for us, I think. He did have 
Paul Stombaugh make an examination of the shirt-tie damages to determine exactly what 
you asked, did the boles overlap. We do not have it. In blames, he also testified that 
he gave we everything the requeat calls for. In fact he was with pity and Bromine. 

Frazier further testified to the distAbution of reports where Ailty did not testify 
to searching or having searched. They went to Dallas - all of them, and the same is 
true of what 1 think he first called downstairs and then the Communications Division. His 
testimony is that this Division has a copy of all reports. 

In evading on the curbstone he injected another test and another report on which 
we have nothing. This in where he seers he made a aioroecopio examination. We have no 
notes of his on this. he testified that the sketch is not his. This means that unless 
it is Gallagheals, an how eallsaher could have made a sketch on size and direction 
from a sample of the smear is not apparent, there has to have been still another test. 
Its eziatenoe remains secret from us. Helping us on this is his testimony that the 
smear if of a dimension that he woulJ not expect of a bullet and that after reading 
the lab papers we got, all of them, he could not tell whether in fact a wheelweight 
rather than a bullet made that amearl To what and a spectre then? 

He recalled that there was NAe on the vImAchlibd and Kilt denten it even the"-:' 
we have a record on it. He is one of the crew that stopjd lab work, be testified for 
a matter of hours only, to examine that windshield so he had Wee first-poison knowledge. 

I think ny notes will disclose another such point I've now forgotten. 

His refusal to testify on the cutting of the tie after testifying that it was out 
off_is very helpful. You nay want to combine this with the subsequent history, when 
Werdig got 70-2569 diamiseed by assuring Hese& they would take pictures for as but not 
give them to me. Howard has obtained records I think I also have in whiCh-it ie clear that 
the intent was to substitute pictures for the tie, not deny piaturei. Heneird would be a 
better source, although I might find them. I have a new reeniest on this, denied. We may 
want to uee this for Sheneyfelt, who I think took the pictures. We may want to subpoena 
the picture' taken for no and all the relevant records, especialey those relating to the 
unknotting of the tie. Archives assured Coaxal they would give as pictures of the know, 
my request eeeelfied taken from the cut size, see then they oey it is unknotted. now 
could they have given this assurance if they knew it was unknoteed? The knot is the evidence. 



The meaning of Frasier's teetimony iu that at the outset he had atonbaugh make these examinations relating to which we have no reports et alt, no records of nay kind. be also ttatified the% he knew of no work after the Commission reported. ist combine-time they fairly olearly establish the isle-tone* of the knot at the time of the ConLied_on, Jarmo:, tol.. Le that he tranzported this material from the FBI to his building 2t6. that as of then he did not Snow of it ever being looked at. i as sure the Arcnives (Auld have presumed it was in the oonditien in which it was when it was entered into evidence. You zay want to eaplore thin in depoeitions. We axe deuiee the reports on the work the existence of which is no sworn to and I have been denied the picture of the evidence the court was assured would be taken for ma. The e7i.enos was destroyed. I can now prove sore that 1. did in Post Aortae that the front nook wound was above the shirt, which provides motive for the destruction or this essential evidence. it might be a nice thing to have the Fhl anus the archives fight over who destroyed the evidence in the assassination of a Preeident. (After 'tart% 31 at the surliest, though.) 
If they claim this is going farther than the mandate my disposition in_to seek an immediate ruling on that. We have bean told by appeals to establish the emistonoe or non-existence. I doubt any court would dare cut this off now, even Pratt. I'd not be too surprised if Pratt changes a bit after ha reads treader on ginme mow in particular. 
If they decline to reopend to the subpoena on the tie I'd be inclined to give the issue directly to Teddy Kennedy, although there is someone to whoa I'd like to speak first. I as certain Teddy would not refuse, could not. kieht even see how this can get him out of a very difficult position. It is the kind of thing that can break it open if they decline. I'd be willing to hold agrees conference on it and I think it would not be ignored with a competitive situation. 

It in eood to have bad people as adveuemmiese a'razier made a Vary big mistake here. 
It would be good to see if Stombaugh's testimony includes that =urination ordered by grazier. I'u sure it does not or it eiarepresented. Frazier gave some tostieoey. tie combination of how such t sy shuttled to and from the COMmissian bracketed with his saving 4allagher time, there was no other reason for hie testifyiag to Callagher's work, help this no end. Who can believe it, especially when Gallagher did testify and did not testify to tea? 

I'm ure nobody testified that the holes coincide and is are is nobody mill believe mender's testimony that he co'.il not tall about the knot without knowing the position of Jhe's clothes on hie body. 

Based on "renter's testimony I think we can now ask for what the Archives has refused me, a weighing of 399. If it confirms bin taatimally we loss nothing S6cause he stuck to that testimony. If it does not we are home clear. 
Cunningham testified to the talc ing of better pictures than herb's of the markings an bullets from the rifling of the barrel. I recall no such pictures of the JFK evidence. Pictures, yea, but not each closeupe. 

I think you have raised the queetion of depoaine 4ilty. Wo now may want to, with a dunes teem embpoena. Frasier has testified to the =oaten*s of records iCilty did not attest to searching. Frasier also testified to all the reports being ini drawer in his attic*, but that he did not have all the reports, contrary to his WC testimony. have forgotten which testimony it in in but I've eivea you the Erazier quote and I'm pretty sure you have weed it vernatim in court, perhaps on Appeal in 2301. My mind's eye tells me it is toward the top at of a right-head peso. Separately, his offering of the whoolweight, a nice alternativ to My piece of plunbiag or typeasetal relating to the curbstone, is a nice Wag to nsk Gallagher about over his owe work. I'd rather have hie argue with Frasier than with me. 



In some ways the timing of this is very good, in some ways not with the deposition 
data 3/28 and the committee's life extending now to 3/31. 1 do not want to help extend 
the life of this committee. I'd prefer any other one among the standing Hons. committees. 
(Who replaced Abate) 

The committee is concentrating on Ring, almost tAnoring.JFK. They have a live 
spectacle in key and the black caucus to apply pressure for than this way. 

I did offer to Sprague to loin the committee in sty suits. I are sure Ken remembers 
this and would so testify were there the need. And of course ally committee can have this 
afterward. Only not now. I think Achilles has shown ua a heel. 

You may want to consider asking Howard for an affidavit as an expert from all his 
leers of studying the V C and its files on the messing of the maptibiimbed and partly.. 
suppressed records relating to the conditions imposed an (slotting examination and the 
substitution of pictures, from his records, with attachments he considers relevant. 

You may want th eau* wart of thing from Roger Fainmen. I turned my request of the 
White House for some records over to him when the JFIC library said they did not have them. 
Roger obtained them from the LW library. Anteriornack: wound above collar. Roger has 
not been Able to sell * story on it, incredibly enough. 

I got no transcript in 704569 but I do have letters, one to the, judge when they 
did not comply and one from Rhoads to me, the oh-so-sorry one about the unkmotted tied. 
Then not written until atter my complaint. I think it all fits together as a nice 
supples4ntary package. 

Whatever the outcome I favor a stacafg effort along these lines. 

teat, 

Howard- aside from any opinion or suggestions on what directl$ relates to you have you any clear recollection of the relevant testimony? 
Dave- can you read or have someone read Stambaugh and Frasier both for all citations 
to references. to spectro, NAA4which I'm certain are not referred to) and about the 
clothing in particular? 


